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Summary

Objective: To share how an effective merging of local and online networks in low resource regions can supplement and strengthen the local practice of patient centered care through the use of an online digital infrastructure powered by all stakeholders in healthcare. User Driven Health Care offers the dynamic integration of patient values and evidence based solutions for improved medical communication in medical care.

Introduction: This paper conceptualizes patient care-coordination through the lens of engaged stakeholders using digital infrastructures tools to integrate information technology. We distinguish this lens from the prevalent conceptualization of dyadic ties between clinician-patient, patient-nurse, clinician-nurse, and after the holistic integration of all stakeholder inputs, in the clinic and augmented by online communication in a multi-national setting.

Methods: We analyze an instance of the user-driven health care (UDHC), a network of providers, patients, students and researchers working together to help manage patient care. The network currently focuses on patients from LMICs, but the provider network is global in reach. We describe UDHC and its opportunities and challenges in care-coordination to reduce costs, bring equity, and improve care quality and share evidence.

Conclusion: UDHC has resulted in coordinated global based local care, affecting multiple facets of medical practice. Shared information resources between providers with disparate knowledge, results in better understanding by patients, unique and challenging cases for students, innovative community based research and discovery learning for all.
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Introduction

From Dyadic Ties to Information Infrastructures

UDHC has evolved from a traditional dyadic tie between a single patient and physician to its current form where the patient not only sees the same single physician but is also included in a volunteer network of other health professionals contributing to his/her care in the form of a web based conversational archive. The patient is included in the conversation and can contribute to and suggest changes to the patient record.

Initially it began with the single physician emailing his colleagues for help in understanding the available options to meet his/her patient requirements and gradually evolved into an information infrastructure archiving all these electronic conversations inside a web based record. This may not have moved from the dyadic tradition if it were not for a patient’s relative who became a social worker and took it upon himself to gather every patient’s information requirements and write them by hand and share the record through email initially and later through a web based health record that was kept open after de-identification as per HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) guidelines.

The idea of sharing and learning around patients has been alive since the beginning of medicine when physicians would present their cases to a large audience to primarily learn from the inputs of other physicians [1]. From this interchange many published their cases naming themselves after the disease problems they solved. In this way case reporting became a gainful activity not only in terms of scientific advancement toward patient benefits but also as an important instrument of physician fame. Figure 1 shows how UDHC has adapted this tradition in the UDHC blended learning model [2].

In the age of open access and digital technology UDHC has blended traditional learning methods with digital technology to provide a platform where an interested patient and a curious medical student can contribute to progressive value sensitive healthcare. We have utilized this case reporting model to help our patients and to train our medical students about disease and patient experience. The patients expressed interest in learning more about their disease and we are using this same model to teach students and patients together [3] [4]. UDHC discussions take place in Tabula Rasa [5], a term denoting a clean slate in Latin, which exists to present a secure invitation platform for doctors, medical students, patients and ‘users’ on the popular social network Facebook. Anyone who has a Facebook user name and is invited to contribute following screening by the directors can join in the discussions on this moderated platform.
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UDHC has developed with a volunteer labor force what the Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) is advocating as the future on primary care. AHRQ defines care coordination as deliberately organizing patient care activities and sharing information among all of the participants concerned with a patient’s care to achieve safer and more effective care [6]. While care coordination by this definition converges topics related to teamwork, information sharing and care management, patient-centered care coordination is largely understood as home tele-monitoring [7] home tele-care [8], and medical homes [9]. AHRQ’s atlas framework measures multiple facets of care coordination and focuses on health care at home to describe patient-centered care coordination [6].

Successful information infrastructures are shared, evolving, open, standardized and meet the needs of a heterogeneous population [13]. In literature, we see infrastructures as enablers of coordinated activities between people, processes and technology such that the interplay becomes the foundation that attracts others to use and participate in the network [14]. We appreciate the involvement of PCCC to strengthen this conceptual framework, where patients, providers, programs, health records; technology tools collaborate in the infrastructure to improve health. This has also been labeled as ‘User driven healthcare’ or UDHC and aims to improve healthcare and medical diagnosis through clinical problem solving by utilizing concerted experiential learning in conversations between multiple users and stakeholders, primarily patients, health professionals, and other actors in a care giving collaborative network across a web interface [3].

**Objectives**

The objective is to introduce an interactive blended clinical and online medical infrastructure by sharing a conceptual framework for enrollment of the participants into the infrastructure and logging the expanse of the infrastructure through debates, discussions and problem solving while meeting the challenges that translate into reports of improved patient care.

**Aims**

- We aim to show how patients and medical professionals can collaborate as a team to play a central role in initiating and moving the coordination of health care knowledge, participation, research and training forward.
- To facilitate the goal of increasing medical learning while integrating evidence based medicine into practice while respecting and preserving patient values.
- To preserve empathy and experiential learning in health care through shared medical problem solving.

**Methods**

The UDHC implementation involves two parallel paths through which care coordination takes place. The patient is the initiating collaborator who uploads a patient narrative to the UDHC portal. Information technology is used to provide a data secure and safe environment for the sharing of sensitive information. The second path for the infrastructure involves the participation of providers, patients, students and researchers. The users or stakeholders contribute medical information, resources, peer support and shared values. See Figure 3 for a work-flow of the UDHC process.
Beginning in 2012, The British Medical Journal (BMJ) have initiated a Patient centered learning model also known as a global-health case-reports medical school elective for medical students around the world [15] (details are online here: http://promotions.bmj.com/jnl/bmj-case-reports-student-electives This initiative is offered in collaboration with LN Medical College and Research Center, Bhopal, India, Arogya UDHC online and the BMJ. The electives are engineered to help students acquire skills for efficient patient data capture, become proficient in data processing skills and develop skills needed for clinical audit and feedback of an individual patients care to all providers involved in the patients care. Students are mentored in the production of a case report suitable for publication in BMJ case Reports. Every year one exceptional student is granted a BMJ Case Reports Fellowship [15].

Collaboration of UDHC, BMJ and LN Medical College, Bhopal

An Illustration of UDHC Workflow toward Patient Centered Learning Culminating in a BMJ Published Case Report

Step 1: (Figure 4) The stem of the potential case report is uploaded to the UDHC secure network [16]. The cases are uploaded not only by community health workers across rural India (the maximum number coming from one of our pilot villages in North Bengal) but also by health professional faculty (as illustrated in the instance below). The inputs are then further shared in an online discussion forum called ‘tablula-rasa’ frequented by global health professionals. A physician (author RB) co-ordinates this process and the group’s evidence based output for the benefit of the patient is emailed back to the patient through the community health worker who encourages patients to discuss the group output with his/her local physician before taking any action.

Step 2: Consists of presentation of the case report in Tabula Rasa [5]. This is followed by ‘conversation’ surrounding the case as depicted in the (Figure 5). In addition to what is formally considered the record, this data may contain inputs from the patients, their loved ones, existing literature and perhaps even community input. These cases can be quite complex with multiple co-morbidities as they are real life patients rather than text book disease examples. This serves as partial preparation for the UDHC interns to manage complex cases in their future practice. Tabula Rasa members discuss the case and offer their inputs which are shared with the patient’s medical providers. The local physicians retain their autonomy and role as the patient provider and they and the patient are can choose to act on the discussion of the evidence but there is no formal obligation for them to do so and they remain the treating physician at all times.

In this case (Figure 5) Platypnea-orthodeoxia syndrome [17] is discussed and refers to abnormal oxygenation in the upright position a condition that has been correlated...
with the reopening of foramen ovale and an acute right-to-left intra cardiac shunt.

The discussed case (refer Figures 6 and 7) featured in the secure moderated social media platform is connected to the patient’s online health record and is finally published in BMJ Case Reports by [17] where other medical providers can take advantage of best evidence and practice to apply to their own patients. At UDHC BMJ Case Reports are one of the resources used for information on how clinicians have managed similar cases to the ones currently explored.

UDHC is developing a model of person centered health research. In recent times, inspired by our collaborator from Oxford, (author AP), we have embraced a ‘citizen science model’ for research [18]. UDHC and ThinkWell (a citizen research platform) aim to provide an infrastructure where the public can become informed and responsible shared decision-makers who help prioritize, initiate, design, organize and participate in health research [19]. In India and elsewhere the needs and resources differ from the UK or the USA, therefore we are building a clinical research foundation that will target the needs of the local population through observation and engagement of interested citizens in a collaborative learning atmosphere. We have begun to train ‘patients, their primary caregivers and all interested citizens’ in the essential elements necessary to understand medicine beginning with anatomy by explaining their diagnosis with examples from the pathology lab and by introducing them to medical students and other patients who can take the time to explain options for their medical future. Users will not only have access to their own medical records and research about their condition but they will also see their disease in a concrete way through anatomy in real time.

This research is very different from the current dominant paradigm of ‘population based research’ because we treat each and every patient as a research project; a perspective which would not be achieved through the traditional population based lens. This research doesn’t focus on scaling or generalization for population statistical outcomes but is content to benefit one individual at a time (as long as it is done with the support of current best evidence and ethics). The returns for the physicians and researchers in this program are in terms of learning and the finding the resources to meet their patient’s needs. Although their learning points are gathered and shared as ‘case reports’ publications, the emotional satisfaction one derives in meeting the needs in an impossible situation is difficult to share in words.

Qualitative research, test and train methods and comparative effectiveness research are used to establish effectiveness of the training and to identify gaps in research understanding. The eagerness of the local population to engage in this way is most promising and the citizens, students and consultants report this training is helping them to better manage their health conditions, contribute to shared decision making, and to aid in intervention compliance.

Unlike other systems, UDHC started with the people and the problem to be solved, they
then used the technology to support progress rather than building technology in anticipation of attracting a population. As the users needs were met through the addition of technology, the population UDHC was able to support increased in numbers. When setbacks in accessibility or usability occur from a technical perspective the population engagement decreases until these problems are solved in a way that meets the UDHC users’ needs.

Why do rural patients take the role that we describe is something that is often asked. There are many factors that contribute to citizen patient collaboration including the opportunity to relate to a community health worker who takes a detailed history as opposed to a doctor who would not be able to provide any more time than 5 minutes to a patient. Patients value the feedback from our moderating health professional who is fortified through communications with our network concerning their cases. Emails to their local physician are shared with the patients by our community health worker. This communication is of value in answering the patient’s questions and is vastly different from the traditional prescription trajectory between the doctor and the pharmacist. Patients report limited options are traditionally shared in a manner that can be very depressing. One of our recent patients, a poor woman with a double valve heart disease was simply asked to submit to costly surgery and was not provided with any less costly alternatives. This patient and her relatives were distressed and affected by the fact that their local physician gave them a (do or die) goal of repairing the heart valve fixed at a cost they couldn’t afford. In this instance we were able in our center to provide the family with a belief a good life is possible even without the repair and the patient quickly demonstrated incredible relief in her symptoms in spite of no other change in treatment and using the same diuretics and rate reducing agents (for her atrial fibrillation).

UDHC is encouraged by the success of award winning initiatives developed by UDHC leaders, social entrepreneurs and students in the R3G Foundation [20]. These include KMES, a project which matches patients with available emergency rooms; Save a Girl, the text based plan to reduce female feticide and Arogya Maternal Care which focuses on preventative care to reduce maternal mortality. The UDHC global community plans to test the effectiveness of these projects for community based action research in collaboration with ThinkWell by using their Public Led Online Trials (PLOT) with full methodological trials support, a secure platform, electronic data capture, ethical oversight and researcher training with the understanding that the platform will be adapted it to the UDHC population needs [21]. UDHC and ThinkWell have a steering committee of international experts, local practitioners, researchers and external consultants in place to guide the progres-
Conclusion

“It is my aspiration that health finally will be seen not as a blessing to be wished for, but as a human right to be fought for.”

United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan

UDHC is working to close health inequality gaps in rural India. This model is developed within an interdisciplinary exchange through a multiplicity of cultures to promote a scalable, accessible interface for the benefit of healthcare quality.

Hans Rosling [25] shares in his TED talks that gross national product is not the only driver for improved health but that the most valuable indicator is public knowledge and health literacy. Indeed without health literacy there is no real evidence based shared medical decision-making. It is the goal of UDHC to improve health literacy through collaborative conversation centered learning in local health care environments and over the Internet [7].
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